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 . Key gizmo answers key pdf that how to unlock the key gizmo answers key pdf. Key gizmo answers key pdf. How to unlock the key gizmo answers key pdf. Unlock key gizmo answers key pdf. Unlock key gizmo answers key pdf. Unlock gizmo answers key pdf. Answer key gizmo answers key pdf.Q: How to call an object by it's string name in c# I'm writing a batch file tool in C# and i have a
function that reads input from the user and check if the input is the name of a text file or an object. If input is the name of a text file I call the function and if input is the name of an object I want to call it. The object that I call it is a collection that contains an instance of a class that I have made. The class is a state machine, and I want to give it as input to the function the status of the machine. The
problem is I don't know how to tell the function what to call. If I could give it the object's name it wouldn't be a problem, but I can't. For example private void functor() { FileStream in = new FileStream(input, FileMode.Open); if (input == "object") { // How to tell it to call the object? } else if (input == "file") // Do Stuff } The object has the name statemachine and I want to call that. EDIT: After

reading the answers I have to clarify my problem. This is a summary of the answers. The class "statemachine" contains states, some of them are: public enum State Idle, Start, Start2, Rec, Rec2, Rec3, Rec4, End, Fail So I have to write a function that takes the states and checks for the name of the state. Something like this, but it doesn't compile, becouse I don't know how 520fdb1ae7
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